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1.1

Stack and Stitch System

INTRODUCTION
Overview

As digital photography technology advances, macro photography has been on the rise as
well. Macro and extreme macro photographs of insects, minerals, tiny things and such are
ubiquitous. One type of macro photography in particular stands out among all and utilizes a
special technique called focus stacking. Focus stacking technique is not new but its usage
has grown as digital photography becomes wide spread.
Basically the focus stacking technique solves one problem that plagues macro photography,
that is, focus. It is well known that macro lenses have a very shallow depth of field and it is
even shallower when high magnification lenses are used e.g. microscope objectives. Focus
stacking technique acquires multiple images taken at different focal planes and uses a
computer algorithm to combine all images, picking the best focused region in each image
and combines them into a final well focus image. Focus stacked images are stunning with
superb details and clarity when it is well executed.
Solving focus problem using focus stacking technique is adequate for many applications,
however, for many other applications, a single focus stacked image is not enough because
the field of view is very narrow, not enough to cover the whole subject. This is where yet
another computational technique comes in called image stitching. Image stitching is another
computational digital photography technique where multiple images are combined into one
final image but this time, these images are treated as mosaic of a large image.
This combined technique is called Stack and Stitch as it is optimal way to stack first and then
stitch stacked images into a large focused image.
1.2

What is MJKZZ Stack and Stitch System (SnSS)

The MJKZZ Stack and Stitch System automates the process of stack and stitch photography
technique. The MJKZZ Stack and Stitch System has the following building blocks, namely,
desktop software (currently only Microsoft Windows version is available), Rail and Camera
Control Modules.
MJKZZ Stack and Stitch System can be purchased here:
http://www.mjkzz.com/mjkzz-sns
1.3

What is in the Box

MJKZZ Stack and Stitch System is available in different configurations. Also custom built
systems are available, so for a specific system, please check the shipment content sheet.
But here are list of generic configurations.

USB Camera Control Module
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Rail Control Module

Camera Control Module
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Aluminum right angle joint plate with five holes, used to join horizontal and vertical 8020 boards

A - Aluminum joint plate with five holes. B - M5x8 thumb screw C - M5x8 screws
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MJKZZ SR-90 Standard Rail

1.3.1 Desktop Software
This is available on our support website at http://www.mjkzz.com/support Currently, only
Microsoft Windows 7 and up is supported.
1.3.2 Rail and Camera Control Modules
This configuration is for those who already have their own rails or intend to build their own
rails. Here is the list:


3x rail control modules, namely X, Y, and Z



1x camera control module



4x 1m long RJ45 Category 5 (or 6) cables



3x 12V 3A power supplies

1.3.3 Standard X and Y Upgrade System
This is the system for those who already have a good stacking rail and want to add X and Y
rails and mounting hardware as well as our Stack and Stitch control system. This package
includes the following:


All parts listed in 1.3.2



2x SR-90 standard rails



2x 330mm long silver 8020 aluminum T-slot boards



2x 330mm long black matte finish 8020 aluminum T-slot boards



4x aluminum joint plate with five 5mm holes
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4x aluminum right angled brackets with two 5mm holes



2x aluminum right angle joint plate with five 5mm holes



1x specimen mounting stand with gator clamp



1x vertical mounting bar with 4 M3x18 mounting screws and 4 M3 washers



All necessary bolts and screws

1.3.4 Complete Standard Stack and Stitch System
This is the system for those who want to purchase a complete Stack and Stitch system with
all three axis.


All parts listed in 1.3.3



1x additional SR-90 rail

1.3.5 Complete Stack and Stitch System with Precision Stacking Rail
This is intended for those who prefer to have an precision rail as stacking axis and standard
rails as X and Y axis.


All parts listed in 1.3.4



1x additional high precision rail

1.3.6 Professional Stack and Stitch System
This system is intended for those who prefer having precision rails for all X, Y, and Z
(stacking) axis. The package comes with complete electronic system and precision rails. It
includes the following:


All parts listed in 1.3.2



3x Precision rails



2x 330mm long silver 8020 aluminum T-slot boards



2x 330mm long black matte finish 8020 aluminum T-slot boards



4x aluminum joint plate with five 5mm holes



4x aluminum right angled brackets with two 5mm holes



2x aluminum right angle joint plate with five 5mm holes



1x specimen mounting stand with gator clamp



1x vertical mounting bar with 4 M3x18 mounting screws and 4 M3 washers



All necessary bolts and screws
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ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTIONS

Figure #1

A - Horizontal mounting assembly. This assembly consists of one 330mm long black matte
surface 8020 aluminum T-slot board and two 330 mm long silver white surface 8020
aluminum T-slot boards. All these boards are joined together with an aluminum plate with top
two boards having thumb screw. This assembly is used to mount the stacking rail, Z axis and
camera.
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B - Vertical mounting board. This is a 330mm long black matte surface 8020 aluminum T-slot
board. It is joined by two right angled aluminum plates with five 5mm holes and four right
angled brackets with two 5mm holes. The Y axis rail will be mounted on this board
C - Vertical mount bar. It is secured on the Y axis rail by four M3x18 screws.
D - Arca Swiss QR clamp mounted on C, the vertical bar, it is used to secure the X axis rail
E - Specimen holder
X - X axis rail
Y - Y axis rail
Z - Z axis rail, the stacking rail
2.1

Step 1 – Joining The Horizontal And Vertical Assemblies

2.1.1 Loosen the four screws as shown in picture below as well as four other screws on the
other side then pull the top two boards to the side so that the front will have more room.

2.1.2 Insert the M5 square nuts into the bottom T-slot as shown below, and then use M5
screw to secure the right angled brackets on to the board. These four right angled brackets
do not have to be aligned yet.

2.1.3 Put the horizontal assembly side way and insert three square nuts into the side slot of
the vertical assembly like below. Do the same to the other side. Do not tighten these screws
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on vertical assembly yet. Note at point C, here the vertical assembly must be aligned
with the right angle bracket. This is important.

A is the horizontal assembly and B is the vertical assembly.

2.1.4 Then put the horizontal assembly in to vertical position and vertical assembly into
horizontal position like below. IMPORTANT follow the procedure below exactly.
A - Once the whole assembly is set up as shown, push the horizontal assembly down so that
it is tightly set against the vertical assembly, this is to make sure the horizontal and vertical
assembly are perpendicular to each other. Once this is down, tighten all six M5 screws
(three on each side).
B - First loosen those four screws pointed by B so that the right angled brackets can fall
freely onto the vertical assembly (currently the one lying on the level), then tighten all four
screws.
C - Slide four square nuts into the top slot of the vertical assembly (currently the one lying on
the level) and use M5 screws to secure them tightly.
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Step 2 - Setting Up Y Axis

Once the horizontal and vertical assemblies are put together, find a table, preferably the
table the system will be set on. Put the vertical assembly on the table and let the horizontal
assembly drop down along the edge like picture below. A is the horizontal assembly, B is the
vertical assembly and C is the Y axis rail.
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2.2.1 As shown above, inset four M4 square nuts into the MIDDLE two slots of the vertical
assembly (currently lying on the table surface), use four M4 screws to secure the Y axis rail
onto the vertical assembly. Note there are six 4mm mounting holes on the rail, only four are
needed.
2.2.2 Use four M3x18 and four 3mm washers to secure the vertical mounting bar onto the Y
axis rail as shown below
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Step 3 - Setting Up X Axis

2.3.1 After setting up the Y axis, the whole assembly can be put into normal position -horizontal assembly is lying on table surface and vertical assembly with Y axis rail can drop
down along the edge. On the top of the vertical mounting bar, there is a 1/4 threaded hole.
This can be used to mount a quick release clamp as shown below.

2.3.2 After securing the quick release clamp onto the vertical mounting bar, the X axis rail
can be clamped onto the QR clamp like below.
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2.4 Step 4 - Setting Up Electronics
2.4.1 There are four RJ45 Category 5 (or Category 6) cables in the package. Please follow
the instructions below:


Plug one end of a RJ45 cable to the port labeled Bus of the camera module. Then plug
the other end of same cable into ANY port labeled Bus of the X axis control module.



Take another cable and plug one end into the remaining Bus port of the X axis control
module, then plug the other end of the same cable to ANY port labeled Bus of the Y
axis control module.



Again, take yet another cable and plug one end into the remaining Bus port of the Y
axis control module, then plug the other end of the same cable into ANY port labeled
Bus of the Z axis control module



Leave the remaining Bus port of Z axis unconnected.
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RJ45 Cable Connection

2.4.2 Now connect all motors to its appropriate control modules as following:


The horizontal rail MUST be connected to the motor port of X axis module



The vertical rail MUST be connected to the motor port of Y axis module



The stacking rail MUST be connected to the motor port of Z axis module
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2.4.2 Powering all up by plugging in the power.

2.4.5 Finally connect the USB camera control module to any USB port of your computer.
IMPORTANT NOTE: THE USB CAMERA MODULE DOES NOT NEED POWER!!! It draws
power for USB port, ie from your computer.
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Step 5 - Software Installation

2.5.1 StackRailPro for Window 7 and higher software can be downloaded from our website
under the support section. Once downloaded, you can double click on it to install it. Note, if
there is an existing version of StackRailPro on the computer already, the installation
software will ask to remove it first, please do so, otherwise, the new version will not install.
After installation, there will be an icon installed on desktop for easy access to this application.

2.5.2 When the USB camera module is plugged into the computer for the first time, the
computer might attempt to install a driver for this device (FTDI chipset, a popular virtual
COM chip). If driver installation fails (for older Windows OS), you can download it from FTDI
website and select VCP (Virtual Comm Port) driver.
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2.6 Step 6 - Software Manual
2.6.1 After starting up StackRailPro software, connecting to hardware setup can be achieved
via File->Connect menu item as shown below.

Clicking on Connect menu item will result in this:

Here, you can pick the right COM port that is associated with MJKZZ Stack and Stitch
system.
After connection is made, all X,Y and Z tab will be enabled. If any of them are not enabled, it
is either that an axis module is not connected or it is not powered or there is a problem with it.
In the following picture, the R axis is still disabled because there is no R axis module on the
data bus.
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2.6.2 Stack Tab
This tab contains important information for the stack and stitch operation. Before going
deeper into this section, we first need to understand some basic concepts and how this
application operates. First of all, when a particular camera is used, its sensor size must be
known and this information is critical for calculation of field of view (FOV) along with
magnification of the system. This is because the FOV is determined as sensor size divided
by magnification. Second of all, there are some inherent properties of the camera and
system, that it, the shutter time, which is the minimum time needed to trip a camera into
action. There is also mechanical settling time.
Warning, if any of the following parameter in this tab changes, it will invalidate the FOV and
frame setup and thus invalidate all stacking parameters and application will mark them as
invalid, all stacking parameters must be set up again. These parameters are camera type
and magnification.
Now let’s take a look at each parameter:


Camera Type -- select the right camera type. This determines the right sensor size to
calculate the FOV. For both Nikon and Canon or other full frame cameras, the sensor
size is the same, so just select Full Frame
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Magnification -- this is the overall magnification level of the system. If a microscope
objective is used and with proper tube lens, then the magnification is indicated on the
barrel of the objective. Otherwise, the actual magnification can be determined by using a
ruler. Please see appendix A for details.



Field of View -- this is a calculated value based on camera and magnification level. This
is the frame that camera will see of the subject. It is important because it will affect how
to set up each frame for stacking



Shutter -- this is the minimum time that a camera will respond to a tripping signal. If this
value is too low, the camera will not be triggered reliably. Do not set this value
unnecessarily high because it does not help. However, when camera is set to BULB
shutter mode, this is the time the shutter will be kept OPEN (minus shutter lag time)



Settling Time - this is the parameter that controls the amount of time the system should
wait before taking a picture. This is to wait for all mechanical components to settle down
after being moved



Hold Time -- this is the parameter to control amount of time the system should wait after
the camera is triggered to take a picture. There are two intended purposes, first one is to
wait for camera to finish its image capturing and second one is to give enough time for
the camera to finish writing image to a recording medium. For example, when using
continuous light, exposure time is usually very long and the time the camera takes to
save the image. Therefore, it is necessary to set the wait time for the camera to finish
both before moving, otherwise, the image might still be under exposed while the rail is
moving.



Total Images -- this is a calculated field and it is based up on X, Y and Z setup
parameter. It is essentially total number of images to be taken. NOTE: if you notice that
the total images figure is too high it is possible that you have forgotten to set the step
size (in um) for each stack correctly for your desired magnification.



Stack button -- this is the button to start stacking process



Pause button -- this is to temporarily stop the stacking process, it can be resumed or
cancel later

2.6.3 X and Y axis Tab
This holds the information that is relevant to the X or Y axis controls. By setting the start and
end position of X or Y axis, the width or height of stitched field of view will be determined. So
these start and end positions should cover the width or height of the subject. Here are
explanations of each field
Warning, if any of the following parameter in this tab changes, it will invalidate the FOV and
frame setup and thus invalidate all stacking parameters and application will mark them as
invalid, all stacking parameters must be set up again. These parameters are Start Position,
End Position, Number of Snaps.
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Start Position -- this field is the starting position of subject to be stack and stitched. It is
the start of stitched field of view in X or Y direction. This position should be set while
viewing through the lens.



End Position -- this is the end of subject to be stack and stitched, it is the end of
stitched field of view in X or Y direction. This position should be set while viewing
through the lens.



Stacking Distance -- The combination of start and end position determines total width
or height of the subject to be covered. This is the calculated field and it is the dimension
of the FOV of each frame. IMPORTANT: compare this value against FOV dimensions, if
it is too large or close to FOV dimension, increase Number of Snaps by one to increase
overlap region.



Number of Snaps -- this is the parameter that determines number of columns to be
captured. This value is initially calculated by application based on camera FOV.
However, this minimum value sometimes is too small to have a large enough overlap in
the X or Y direction. Therefore, it is necessary to manually increase it by one or two
depending on total number of FOV



Step Size -- this is the calculated value based on FOV and Number of Snaps values. It
is not changeable because once the FOV and Number of Snaps are known, this value is
determined.
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Rail -- This field allows a rail to be specified to match what actual rail specification, such
as current needed by the motor, lead screw pitch, etc.



Motor Micro Step -- this is used to control micro stepping of the motor. It can be set to
4, 8, 16, and 32 microsteps per step.



Motor Speed -- this is to set the speed of the motor to Fast, Medium, or Slow.



Motor Running Power -- this is the current rating for the step motor when it is
commanded to run.



Motor Idling Power -- this is the current setting for the step motor when it is idling,
meaning not running. This parameter is important for some rails that needs holding
power to prevent it from slipping.

2.6.4 Z axis Tab

This tab contains information regarding Z axis which is the stacking axis. MJKZZ Stack and
Stitch system allows custom stacking parameters for each stacked frame to be captured.
Here are details about each:


Frame -- Once the X and Y coordinates are set the system will automatically determine
the number of rows and columns depending on the Camera Type and magnification
selected. This pull-down list will display all the rows and columns needed for the
panorama. Select each frame from the pull-down list, one at a time to enter parameters
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for that frame. As you select each frame the rails will automatically move to the position
of that frame. TIP: If you can see that no images are required for that frame then just
select 1 step.


Start Position -- this is the start position of the selected frame (ie, different frame has
different start and end positions).



End Position -- this is the end position of the selected frame (ie, different frame has
different start and end positions).



Stacking Distance -- This is the stacking distance based on start and end position



Number of Snaps -- this is the number of images to be taken for the selected frame.



Step Size -- this is the step size of the selected frame



Rail -- this is the field that allows a rail to be specified to match what actual rail
specification, such as currently needed by the motor, lead screw pitch, etc.



Motor Micro Step -- this is used to control micro stepping of motor. It can be set to 4, 8,
16, and 32 micro-steps per step.



Motor Speed -- this is to set the speed of motor to Fast, Medium or Slow.



Motor Running Power -- this is the current rating for the step motor when it is
commanded to run.



Motor Idling Power -- this is the current setting for the step motor when it is idling,
meaning not running. This parameter is important for some rails that needs holding
power to prevent it from slipping.



Move to Frame -- this button that allows you to manually move the X and Y rails to the
selected frame. NOTE: Let’s assume after taking your panorama images, you stack and
stitch but find an issue with a specific stack, you can select that specific frame and restack. The assumption is that you have not moved the subject, changed any camera
settings or closed the StackRail software.

2.6.5 Setting Soft Limit Range For Each Rail
It is important to have a limit on each rail so that the rail will not be moved beyond its
physical range, ie, hitting either end of the rail. Even though the rail control module has a
hardware limit port built in, most of users might not have them implemented. So a soft limit
mechanism is implemented, ie, setting a max and min (always zero) positions that the rail is
allowed to move within.
When controller is first powered up, the rail is locked at its current position and it CANNOT
be moved normally unless a range is established. Here are the steps to set this range.
Pressing and holding the SHIFT key and simultaneously press UP arrow key on the
keyboard will move the rail up (away from motor). Watch the rail and stop it before it reaches
the end of rail. By pressing and holding the SHIFT and the DOWN arrow key will move the
rail down (towards motor). Watch the rail and stop it before it reaches the end of rail.
Important note : while moving the rail back (SHIFT+DOWN), the min value will stay as zero,
however the max value will be updated by the amount moved automatically.
2.6.6 Navigating The Rail
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After the soft limiting range is set, the rail can be moved back and forth using the UP or
DOWN arrow keys on the keyboard WITHOUT holding down the SHIFT key.
If the start and end positions are set, use LEFT arrow key to move to start position or use
RIGHT arrow key to move to the end position.
To move to the min position of the limit, press and hold SHIFT key and then press LEFT key
and to move to the max position of the limit, press and hold SHIFT key and then press
RIGHT key.
Pressing the PageUp or PageDown keys will move the rail up or down by step size. This is a
very nice feature because often it is desirable to move the rail by step size.
Caution here, when you have the StackRailPro application connected to the system and the
system power is recycled (any one of the system), do a DISCONNECT and reconnect again.
Otherwise, information contained in StackRailPro PC application will be inconsistent with
what is in the controller
2.6.7 Other Keys and Shortcut Keys
Taking a test image without touching camera -- press F12 (or fn+F12 on MacBook running
windows)
Control focus without touching camera -- press F5 to activate focus searching, it is just a
half-press on shutter button. Press F6 to deactivate it.
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SYSTEM TEST
Purpose

This section explains some test procedures after setting up the system. Before commencing
your testing, please make sure all hardware are in place and set up and are powered up.
See below for Frequently Asked Questions.
3.2

Software

Q: After connecting all components together and powering up, the rail is not moving?
A: Please press and hold LEFT SHIFT key and UP or DOWN key to set moving range
whenever you power up the units.
Q: When I set rail for stacking, I have reach the range limit of zero (0), so I extended this
range by press and hold SHIFT key and DOWN arrow key, but then my start and end
position changed, what happened?
A: When you extend the zero limit side of range, the minimum, your stacking position
becomes invalid. It is highly recommended to set range limit whenever you power up the
motor and its driver unit to their max extend. Or whenever you change the range, re-position
the rail for stacking.
Q: After connecting to the system, one of the tabs is not enabled.
A: Make sure that module is powered up and data cable is inserted securely. The R module
is not enabled for most users as the standard package does not included it.
3.3

Parameters

Q: When I set number of steps and without changing the default step size afterwards, the
result is a little weird, why?
A: This is caused by integer division. Here is an example, assume the rail has 2mm pitch
and motor micro step is 1/8, this result in 1.25um resolution for step size. Now say after
setting start and end position for stacking, the total stacking distance is 442um and then set
number of steps to 80, this will result step size as 5um because the actual step size is
5.525um, but the next integer step size is 6.25um. However this 5um step size is not enough
for the rail to reach the final 442um. The solution is to change the step size manual to 5um
(click up and then down on the arrow next to Step Size), this will make the number of steps
to be 89, 88 steps of size 5 and one step of size 2um to make a total of 442um
Q: Stacking parameters were set up for all of my frames in Z axis tab, now all coordinates
become -1?
A: It is more likely that one or more parameters were changed in Stack, X, or Y tabs. For
example, if magnification is changed in Stack tab, this will invalidate FOV and thus invalidate
all frames setup. If start or end position are changed in either X or Y tab, this will invalidate
the frame setup, thus those stacking parameters become invalid as well. Therefore it is
highly recommended to set up Camera Type, Magnification, Start Positions of both X and Y,
End Positions of both X and Y, Number of Snaps of both X and Y BEFORE setting up
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stacking parameters in Z tab!
3.4 Tips
Q: All frames are captured and stacked, but it is not stitching!
A: There are number of reason for this to happen. Beside optical reasons, the other mostly
like scenario is lack of overlap. It is important to compare dimensions of each frame to that of
FOV calculated in Stack tab. The other reason is optical one -- when doing stack and stitch,
telecentric lens is highly recommended to reduce distortion and stacking errors.
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ASSEMBLY TROUBLE SHOOTING

4.1

Important Points



It is important that these two 8020 board assemblies are as perpendicular to each other
as possible. This will reduce the amount of miss-alignment in the final stitched result.



Make sure the four right angled brackets are secured as well to increase rigidity.



Make sure all rails mounted on these assemblies are securely tightened



Make sure the quick release clamp joining X and Y rails are set to correctly so that the X
and Y rails are perpendicular to each other



It is highly recommended that the system is set on top of stable table, preferably with
shock absorbing material



It is VERY IMPORTANT to make sure all motors are plugged into its respective motor
control module, ie, horizontal rail should be plugged into X module, vertical rail should
be plugged into Y module, and stacking rail should be plugged into Z module.
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